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Introduction

Peter Zahn

For me the history of this book began in the autumn of I97I. In Nuremberg we had cele-
brated during the previous year the five hundredth anniversary of the founding of the
City Library. The Nuremberg Chronicle of Dr. Hartmann Schedel and the manuscript
volumes preserved in the library had played important parts in the year's exhibitions, and
Adrian Wilson's monograph, The Nuremberg Chronicle Designs, issued in 1969, was in-
cluded in these exhibitions. By October of the following year the Nuremberg tributes to
the Durer quincentenary were more than half over, and our work and our lives promised
to become less hectic. I was then Director of the Manuscript and Incunabula Department of
the Stadtbibliothek Niirnberg when Adrian Wilson and Joyce Lancaster Wilson came to
renew their work of investigation of the two manuscripts for the printing of the Liber
Chronicarum and the Schedelsche Weltchronik of 1493.

They worked in a space in my office separated only by a glass partition, and I could not

help getting involved in the couple's exciting research on the graphic and printing aspects
of the making of the Chronicle. With later discoveries I became increasingly fascinated.

The Historical Setting

The presence of history could still be strongly felt. Looking up from our work we saw
the Aegidienplatz beyond the window, probably one of the oldest squares in Nuremberg,
where, toward the end of the fifteenth century Anton Koberger, the printer of the Chron-

icle, maintained his famous printing house with its twenty-four presses. The cathedral of
St. Sebald, not far away, was at that time the most important church of the city and its

surroundings were the oldest and noblest part of the town. Here lived the established patri-

cians and the wealthiest merchants. The most distinguished craft, that of the goldsmiths,

was centered here.
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The main artery of economic, political and cultural life was "Bei den Predigern"
(Preacher's Lane). Farther uphill it was called "Gasse unter der Veste" (Lane below the

Fortress), and today it is the Burgstrasse (Castle Street) which leads from St. Sebald to the
Imperial Castle. In this street historical reminders of those who participated in the making

of the Chronicle are still vivid. Dr. Hartmann Schedel himself, the compiler, lived at
number 19 on the corner of the "Kramergasslein" (Haberdasher's Lane). Who were his
neighbors in the 1490s? The first house on this side, number I Burgstrasse, belonged to the
Lochners, physicians for generations. The next, number 3, belonged to Anton Koberger,

the printer and Albrecht Durer's godfather. Koberger lived, however, at that time, on the
Aegidienplatz, in a house which he had rented since 1470 and in 1489 bought for 2800

guilders. Number 9 Burgstrasse was the house of Sebald Schreyer who was one of the

patrons of the Chronicle and the promoter of many social and religious undertakings.
On the other side of the street was the "Predigerkloster," the church and monastery of

the Dominican Order which held the most valuable library of the town. Back on Schcdel's
side, farther up, were the patrician families of the Reichs at number 13, and at 15 the Kam-
mermaisters, one of whom was the co-patron of the Chronicle.
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For Dr. Schedel it must have been important to have the distinguished Scheurls as
neighbors. They had been hosts to King Maximilian in I489 and I49I and to the Dukes of
Bavaria, Wurtemberg and Saxonia. Two houses from Schedellived Michael Wolgemut
who was Albrecht Durer's master and who, with his stepson, Wilhelm Pleydenwurff,
maintained a famous workshop for altar-pieces and other works of art. In this atelier, be-
fore I49I, the woodcuts for the Schatzbehalter had been executed. Adjacent was the house
of the goldsmith Matthias Sidelmann at number 23· He had purchased it in I490 from the
heirs of Ulman Stromer, the founder of the first paper mill north of the Alps. Number 25
had belonged to the patrician family of Behaim since I433· Martin Behaim, the seafarer
and the maker of the first terrestrial globe, sold the house in I49I to the patrician Ortolf
Stromer of the paper-making family. Beyond the Behaim house was that of Albrecht
Durer's father, a goldsmith. Young Albrecht lived in this house from his fourth year on.
Not until thirty-four years later did he move away from this street when he bought his

home near the Tiergartnertor which can still be visited.

The Political and Social Conditions

Nuremberg in I490 was still at the height of its medieval prosperity. The city had between
45,000 and 50,000 inhabitants and was, after Cologne, among the largest in Europe. Trade
and craft had developed quietly, undisturbed by warfare after the new line of double walls
was closed in the I450S. Following that, stone bridges replaced the wooden ones, streets
and squares were paved and the water mains were laid. The town hall and many public
buildings were enlarged, big warehouses were built near the castle and above the former
trench of the inner defense wall. A social housing project was completed in I488-89 for
Swabian weavers. In I482, work on heightening the steeples of St. Sebald cathedral was
started under the direction of churchwarden Sebald Schreyer. Five years before, the vault
of St. Lorenz church, on the other side of the Pegnitz River, had been completed.

All these improvements had been accomplished by the citizens under the watchful eyes

of the authorities. The City Council governed them in the full conviction that their
Christian duty as rulers was to care for the citizens' worldly and spiritual welfare. Later on,

the authoritarianism of the Council controlled every remnant of free association and civil

liberty. The craft guilds had been deprived of their influence long before, and became

compulsory corporations governed by the capital and credit-giving trading companies.
They controlled quality, quantity and methods of production, admission to the crafts and

their size, aswell as the number of masters,journeymen and apprentices. All import prices

of raw materials and export prices of goods were fixed.
The differences between the rich and the poor were enormous. At the top were the

aristocratic traders and creditors; in the middle were a large group composed of small
tradesmen, plebeian craftsmen and retailers, masters and apprentices; at the bottom were

the sick, those unfit for work, peddlers and paupers, all recipients of charity. This political,
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social and economic stratification defined a strict system of privileges and dependencies

clearly reflected in the residential area, status symbols, standard ofliving, dress regulation
and in discrimination against the illegitimate and the Jews. Only thirty-two to thirty-five

aristocratic families had access to a seat on the City Council and therefore to political and

economic power. All those who did not control the means of production were considered

"the poor." They endured almost total regimentation as long as the financial and political

policy of the aristocrats was successful. Statistics show that, in 1408, as many as ninety of

the hundred richest Nurembergers were also members of the politically powerful families.
By 1449, however, of the hundred richest families, one-third were "homines novi" with-

out recognized status politically or socially. This trend proved disastrous by a hundred
years later when political responsibility and economic power had grown farther and
farther apart.

The Economic Situation

From the end of the thirteenth century Nuremberg had systematically widened its net of

trade privileges. Nuremberg merchants were exempt from customs duties in seventy

cities. The trading houses had spread far into the neighboring states and had acquired, due

to new methods and speculation, positions formerly held by Italians or Hanseatic mer-

chants of Northern Germany. Changing demands in the market and at the trade fairs,
reported by a system of agents, were carefully analyzed and responded to. In the Nether-
lands, among South German merchants, Nuremberg agents were predominant. At the
end of the fifteenth century, in Antwerp, for example, there were four merchants from
Munich, forty-seven from Augsburg, and seventy-three from Nuremberg.

Poland and Bohemia were also Nuremberg's trading areas. Between 1396 and 1412

Nuremberg-owned companies held the monopoly in non-ferrous metals by establishing
refineries in Goslar, Neusohl, Mogila and Olkusz near Crakow. At that time refmeries
were the earliest enterprises requiring substantial capital investment and Nuremberg was

first in both the financing and the technical development of mining and refining. This posi-
tion was maintained through the fifteenth century, and Nuremberg's reputation and

acumen in the specialized metal trades remained supreme. There was no serious competi-
tion in light metal work, refined mechanics, making of arms and weapons, and in brass and

copper work. The manufacture of wire by water power was invented and exploited in
Nuremberg and its large-scale production supplied numerous crafts.

Nuremberg companies fmanced land bargaining aswell as wars, and collected revenues
and taxes for the Papal Court throughout Germany, Scandinavia and Poland. They con-

tributed to King Louis of Hungary's war against Venice in 1357 and thereby gained the
trading rights in Hungary formerly held by the Venetians. At the same time Emperor

Charles IV obtained customs exemptions in the Venetian sphere of control for the German

precious metal trade. Eventually Venice had to renounce all trade in Germany between
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Bohemia and the Rhine. Germany gained valuable privileges in Lombardy aswell. At the
end of the fifteenth century Nuremberg traders held at least six of the fifty-six rooms in the
"Fondaco dei Tedeschi," the Venetian ghetto-like trading house for northern foreigners.
Nuremberg thereby had acquired great power in the central European markets for

Oriental goods, spices, drugs, silk and cotton.
Security within its walls, an outlying territory supplying it with foodstuffs and raw

materials, its social peace due to the Council's wise and responsible financial policy, and the
favorable business conditions were the basis for generous patronage for the arts and

sciences and for their stimulation.

World Histories before 1490

Before the Renaissance in Europe all thought and literature about history was based on the
certainty of a "Divine Order of Time. " This assumption, arising from the Apocalypse and
the patristic tradition, was applied not only to the past from the Creation, but also to the
future until the Day of Judgment. This basic scheme was employed by all medieval histori-
ographers. The roots of these concepts of a divine structuring of the course of time and
historical development, were found in the promises of the Gospels and in the Acts of the
Apostles. God's reign would soon begin with the return of Christ. Since St. Augustine in
the fifth century, the conviction was commonly shared that five ages had passed before the
birth of Christ and then the sixth age began. A specific overtone was added by the doctrine
that the Roman Empire was the last of the world monarchies and would endure to the end
of time. This idea originated in the vision of the Four Empires of the Book of Daniel and
statements in the letters of St. Paul. The Four Empires were believed to be represented by
Babylonia, Media, Persia and Macedonia. When Rome became the successor to Mace-

donia, it had to be the last empire .
. This view became the subject of some controversy after the fall of Rome, but it was

reinstituted as canonic law. After the revival of the Empire by Charlemagne and later in
the "renovatio imperii" of Otto I, it endured for centuries and German political theorists

and chroniclers remained neatly within the old tradition, as did the Italian humanists after

Petrarch and Salutati, and the humanists of the fifteenth century who did not contradict

Christian doctrine.
The concept of a Christian "world chronicle" was first formulated by Bishop Eusebius

of Caesarea, the biographer of Emperor Constantine, early in the fourth century. His
Chronicorum Canones supplied a list of dates drawn from Assyrian, Hebrew, Egyptian,
Greek and Roman times up to the year 325. Translated into Latin by St. Jerome and com-

pleted in 378, this chronological framework became the basis of medieval historiography.
St. Augustine added to it his philosophy of the "Two Cities," one temporal and one

eternal. Only the City of God had permanence, and earthly history progressed through the

six ages: from the Creation to Noah; from Noah to Abraham; from Abraham to David;
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from David to the Babylonian captivity; from thence to the birth of Christ; and from

the birth of Christ to the Day of Judgment. Schedel too, followed this scheme in his
Liber Chronicarum.

Commissioned by St. Augustine, the priest Paulus Orosius in 417 wrote his Historia
adversus paganos, the historical handbook of the middle ages. Isidore of Seville in the fol-

lowing century schematized this Hellenic-Christian view of history in his Chronicon. The
Venerable Bede, a Benedictine scholar of the eighth century and author of the great church

history of the English, was the first to divide historical chronology at the birth of Christ.

These literary traditions of world chronicles were resumed in the Carolingian period, but

the collapse of the Franconian Empire into feeble kingdoms, the plundering of the Norse-

men and the raids of the Hungarians interrupted this type of historiography for more than
a century. The gradual restoration of peace and order by Otto the Great led to a new begin-
ning. Among the chroniclers of the eleventh and twelfth centuries were Prior Frutolf of
Bamberg, and Ekkehard, Abbot of Aura, and their style of world chronicle remained
dominant in Germany for some time.

In the twelfth century Bishop Otto ofFreising added to these compilations his "History
of the Two Cities" following the theme of St. Augustine. Then Vincent of Beauvais, a

Dominican monk and educator at the court of Louis IX, compiled in his Speculum Histori-
ale an encyclopedia of historical knowledge. It influenced chroniclers all over Europe, such

as the Benedictine, RanulfHigden of Chester, whose Polychronicon became the most pop-

ular history of fourteenth and fifteenth century England and was printed in English by

Caxton in 1482. The Dominican, Martin of Tropp au, Archbishop of Gniezno, uncritically
and unsystematically compiled a chronicle of popes and emperors as a handbook for theo-
logians and law students. Schematized throughout, these "Martin's Chronicles" spread
widely before the middle of the fifteenth century. There was a Saxon world chronicle

written in German about 1250, attributed to Eicke von Repgow, which was partly printed
in 1492 by Peter Schaffer in Mainz.

Humanist Historiography

Leonardo Bruni's Historice Florentini populi of 1444 initiated the new approach to history.
Flavio Biondo, a learned papal secretary, had written the "History of the Decline of the

Roman Empire," a critical work based on the best sources. He had previously demon-

strated his admiration for ancient Roman civilization in his Italia Illustrata, first printed in

Rome by Joannes Philippus de Lignamine in 1474. Five years after Bruni's death, Antonio
Perozzi, archbishop of Florence, completed a Chronicon Universale in 1459 which showed

not the slightest sign of the new historical ideas. It was first printed by Koberger in 1484.

More advanced was the Supplementum Chronicarum by Philip Foresti of Bergamo which

Schedel used extensively as a source. On the whole it kept to the scholastic tradition, as we
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see by the chronology of the six ages of the world. These chronicles appeared in many edi-
tions in Germany and they exerted a strong influence on the school of German humanist

historiography. The universal and topographic history of the Carthusian monk, Werner
Rolevinck, Fasciculus Temporum omnes antiquorum Chronicas complectens, first printed in
Cologne by Arnold ter Hoernen in 1474, was in wide circulation and became a "best

seller." Thirty-three editions appeared throughout Europe, in German, French and Dutch
translations, twenty-seven of them before the Nuremberg Chronicle was published. The

success ofRolevinck's book may have inspired Schedel and his friends.

Chronicle Writing in Nuremberg

Local chronicles in Nuremberg began in the first half of the fifteenth century with Puchel
von mein geslecht und abenteur (Booklet of my Descent and Life) by the paperrnaker, Ulman
Stromer. It was both a town chronicle and a kind of secret account book of this famous
merchant and it is preserved in the Germanisches Nationalmuseum. A so-called "Chron-

icle from Emperor Sigismond's Time until 1434" was composed in 1441. Voluminous,
and more important, are the local "Yearbooks of the Fifteenth Century" compiled by the
brewer Heinrich Deichsler, who had written a reliable town chronicle at about the same

time, 1488 to 1506.
Sigmund Meisterlin, a monk in the Augsburg monastery of St. Ulrich and Afra, and

from 1478 preacher of St. Sebald church in Nuremberg, was the first to describe Nurem-
berg's history from its earliest times. He had already written, in 1456, a very imaginative
chronicle, Chronoyraphia Augustensium. Thirty years later, after an adventurous life as a
travelling scholar, Meisterlin wrote his Chronica Neronperyensium. it is primarily a glorifi-
cation of his adopted home city and traces Nuremberg's history back to an imaginary
Roman colony. Although historically almost useless, it is the first example of tendentious

political writing in northern humanism. But the first real world history written in N urem-
berg and both the first humanistic and scholastic world history in Germany is Hartmann

Schedel's Nuremberg Chronicle.

Humanism in Nuremberg

Nuremberg was not really prepared to receive humanism. But despite the lack of a uni-

versity and the dominance of a basically conservative aristocracy, Nuremberg in the 1490S

was more sympathetic to new ideas than many other cities in the north. Many N urem-
bergers, during their legal, medical and mercantile education in Italy, were exposed to the

rising humanistic influence.
Not before the 1470Sdid humanism establish a lasting foothold in Nuremberg. In 1471

the mathematician and astronomer, Johannes Regiomontanus came to this "center of

Europe" where he could easily correspond with scholars in other parts of Europe and find
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especially skilled craftsmen to make his astronomical instruments. He installed a me-

chanical workshop, an observatory and his own printing office to publish Hellenistic and

Arabic scientific treatises. But his bold and extensive programs were cut short when he was

called to Rome by Pope Sixtus V, to serve 'as an expert on the revision of the calendar.

There he died in 1476. Christopher Columbus and Amerigo Vespucci used his nautical

tables, Ephemerides (first edition 1474), in later editions. His importance was not immedi-

ately recognized but thanks to his influence, in part, Nuremberg remained for fifty years

the center of astronomical and mathematical studies in Germany. His books and instru-

ments were acquired by the City Council and are now preserved in the Nuremberg City

Library and in the Germanisches Nationalmuseum.
The first monument to German literary humanism was Albrecht von Eyb's Ehebiichlein

(Little Marriage Book), issued in 1472 by Anton Koberger and Friederich Creussner. In
the following year Creussner printed the first Latin edition of Tacitus' Germania and later,

Poggio's Facetia: and Seneca's Deforma ac honestate vitce. But on the whole, Nuremberg

printers were somewhat conservative in the publication of classical literature.

Humanist writings had been introduced into Nuremberg private libraries thirty years

before by such enthusiasts as Hermann Schedel, Hartmann's older cousin. After general

studies at the University of Leipzig he completed his medical education in Padua and began

the practice of his profession in 1446. For two years in Augsburg he was the leader of a

group of humanists and then he settled in Nuremberg where he practiced medicine until

his death. As he was unmarried and had no heirs, his valuable library was partly left to

Hartmann Schedel. Seventy-three of these volumes can still be found in Hartmann's li-

brary preserved in the Bayerische Staatsbibliothek in Munich.
Among the elder generation of patricians Hans Tucher was favorable to humanism. An

account of his pilgrimage to the Holy Land, first printed in 1482, became widely used as a

guidebook for pilgrims. As trustee of the City Library he purchased humanist works on

the advice of Hartmann Schedel and he acquired sixty-four volumes of Hermann Schedel' s

library for sixty-six guilders.
Like Tucher, Dr .Johann Pirckheimer was a member of one of the leading families and

after his law studies in Padua and several years oflegal practice he settled in Nuremberg

and occupied himself with the administration of his estate and his literary interests. His

library, already valuable during his lifetime, was considerably enlarged by his son and heir,

Willibald Pirckheimer, who was a member of the City Council, a philologist and the

patron and close friend of Albrecht Durer.
Sebald Schreyer, chief patron of the Schedel Chronicle, belonged to this humanist

group. Son of a wealthy furrier, he gained his baccalaureate at the age of only sixteen but

left the university without obtaining his Masters of Arts degree. For two years he worked

as a fur trader and after his marriage to Margarethe Kammermaister, whose family had a

seat on the Council, it seems that he devoted his skills to finance and real estate manage-

ment, augmenting both his own and his wife's fortunes. Among Schreyer's honorary of-
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fices the most important was that of churchwarden of St. Sebald. He was responsible for
the heightening of the steeples and the erection of the famous brass tomb of St. Sebaldus
cast by Peter Vischer. He subsidized Conrad Celtis' work, Norimberga, dedicated to the
City Council in 1496 and printed six years later. His interest in humanism is illustrated by
the painted mythological figures and inscriptions in the "Vorderstube," or grand salon, of

his house. Celtis had adapted the iconographic ideas from the decoration of humanist

libraries in Italy, and Michael Wolgem.ut made the designs.
Schreyer's voluminous, well-preserved record books show that he was an assiduous

collector and transcriber, and also that he was very proud of his part in the production of
the Schedel Chronicle. In Codex C, folium 69, of his record books, he notes that Trithe-
mius, the Abbot of Sponheim, in his Catalogus Illustrium Virorum, ascribes the Chronicle
to Hartmann Schedel, but neglects to mention that "Sebolt Schreyer and Sebastian Kam- .

mermeister had caused it to be printed."
Peter Danhauser, lawyer and astrologer, also belonged to the circle which frequently

met at Schreyer s home. In the same year that the Schedel Chronicle appeared, Schreyer
commissioned him and Celtis to compile an anthology of classical writers to be entitled

Archetypus triumphantis Roma: It was meant to succeed the Chronicle, but Danhauser fol-
lowed Conrad Celtis to Vielma as a professor of Roman Law and never finished the man-
uscript. However, woodcut illustrations made by Michael Wolgemut, for which Schedel

furnished the Italian designs, are preserved.
Among Schreyer's circle of friends we fmd Dr. Hieronymus Munzer, who was also a

Nuremberg town physician from 1478 on, well known for his travels to Italy, France,
Spain and Portugal. Munzer took part in the writing of the geographical chapter of the

Schedel Chronicle and his script can be seen in the Latin Exemplar.
Humanism had also entered the monasteries in the late fifteenth century. At St. Aegidien

lived Benedictus Chelidonius, who composed the verses for Diirer's "Engraved Passion"
and "The Life of the Virgin." At the nunnery of St. Clara, the Franciscan, Stefan Fridolin,

was lecturer and preacher and the substance of his sermons is published in the Schatzbe-

halter, printed in 1491 by Anton Koberger with woodcuts by the Wolgemut workshop.
But the truly central figure of Nuremberg's humanist circle was Hartmann Schedel.

Dr. Hartmann Schedel, Woodcut from Pantaleon's
Heldel1bllch (Nicolaus Brylinger, Basel, 1567-70).
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Schedel's colored self-portrait in his doctor's robes, painted on the reverse of his matrimonial declaration
to Anna Heugels. In the manuscript volume elm 36 from Schedcl's library, now in the Bayerische
Staatsbibliothek, Miinchen.



Hartmann Schedel's Life

The son of a merchant, Hartmann Schedel the Elder, and his second wife, Anna Grabner,
Hartmann was born on February 13, 1440. When he was only five, his mother died, fol-
lowed six years later by his father. His older cousin, Hermann Schedel, took charge of the
boy's education and sent him at the age of sixteen to the University of Leipzig. After gain-

ing his baccalaureate, and Master of Arts degree in 1460, Hartmann studied law but he
was soon attracted to a life pattern similar to that of his cousin. Like Hermann he went to
Padua to study medicine. There he attended the medical lectures of Matheolus Perusinus
and the Greek lectures of Deme trios Chalkondylas, so he became, in fact, one of the earliest
Germans to know Greek. In 1466 he attained his medical degree and returned to Germany
to start his practice. In the early 1480' she settled in Nuremberg where his cousin Hermann
was already in medical practice, and there he continued his profession until his death at the
age of seventy-four in 1514. He had fathered twelve children, some of whom achieved
careers notable enough to have been recorded in the archives of the city.

Schedel's Library

It was his grandson, Melchior, the last of the family, who in 1552 sold Hartmann Schedel's
remarkable library to Johann Jakob Fugger of Augsburg, a bibliophile and member of the
rich merchant-banker family. He was later actually bankrupted by his passion for books,
and was forced to sell his ample library to Duke Albrecht V of Bavaria in 1571. It is be-
cause of this that Schedel's books are today among the most precious collections of the
Bayerische Staatsbibliothek in Munich. About 370 manuscripts and some 600 printed
works, the latter in 389 individual bindings, are preserved there.

Schedellived, of course, in the time of transition from the codex to the printed book

and during his student years he copied many manuscript volumes, for printed books were

still rare. The publications of the early presses of Germany were not obtainable in Italy

when he was a student. About 1470 Schedel began to buy printed books, but he continued

copying books in his own square hand throughout his lifetime. Nearly forty volumes in

his script are preserved, most of them composite manuscripts which sometimes contain

more than roo individual texts. Important historical sources have come down to us in his

writings, such as his collection of inscriptions, Liber antiquitatum, written at the beginning

of the sixteenth century, or, for example, a musical manuscript which contains 154 songs.

Schedel's library reveals that he was a resourceful and prodigious collector as well as a

versatile scholar and bibliophile.
However, in no sense did he have an inventive mind, and very rarely do his notes show

critical judgment. His main interests in collecting were devoted to medicine, philosophy,

history and geography. Aside from these fields he was especially attracted to Latin writers.

From Cicero, Virgil, Horace and Livy to St. Jerome and St. Augustine, a whole pantheon
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of classical and medieval authors could be found on his shelves. With particular passion he
collected the writings of the Italian Renaissance and of German Humanism. Richard

Stauber, in Die Schedelsche Bibliothek, showed that a considerable part of the Italian texts
came from his cousin Hermann's library. To these he added the literature of his time which

makes his collection so valuable today. He shared this intellectual wealth generously with
his friends and fellow humanists who had liberal access to his library. "Bibliophage,"

devourer of books, he was called by one of them.

His humanism allied him to scholars like Trithemius and Celtis, and Meisterlin sent

Schedel his Chronica Neronpergensium, a history ofN uremberg, for con1.mentary. His inter-
est in new printed books is documented by several book orders carefully glued into his
incunabula or manuscripts. Friends of his, travelling to Venice or Florence, were kept busy
purchasing for him the latest available books. The earliest trustworthy source for prices of
incunabula is his list of the costs of books printed by Sweynheym and Pannartz in Rome.
There is a letter from Koberger in one of the volumes and in another an order sent to

Koberger at the Frankfurt Fair. Into his volumes he not only inscribed page numbers, but

entered remarks, short biographies of the authors and painted his coat of arms. He also

repaired the bindings and glued in designs, miniatures, block prints, copper-plate en-
gravings and other pictures.

The most splendid example of his bibliomania is the hand-colored copy of his own

Liber Chronicarum into which are inserted many extra pages including nine broadsides, all
rarities, among them a copy of the Chronicle's advertisement.

The Compilation oJthe Chronicle

Knowing the riches of Schedel's library, one might think that he would have used the

methods and followed the example of his contemporary Italian historiographers. But as

Trithemius had already noted, Schedel "compiled and copied ... from Jacobo Pergo-

mensi and other historians, contributing nothing valuable from the writings of his time."

Indeed, the Chronicle is partly an almost unaltered rewriting of the Supplementum Chroni-
carum of Jacob Philip Foresti of Bergamo. Following the medieval chroniclers, he gives

ample space to the curiosities of the middle ages, accounts of epidemics, monsters and

comets, and like Vincent of Beauvais, Schedel starts and ends with theological considera-
tions on the Creation and on the Final Judgment. His interest in historical events remains
superficial. When Bergomensis deals with Alexander the Great and refers to Justinian,
Schedel forgets to cite this primary source despite the fact that he had the printed edition
in his library, J ustinus Marcus Junianus, Epitome historiarum Trogi Pompei. Treating Theo-

doric, the King of the East Goths, Schedel could have found in his sources the reference to
Flavio Biondo's Decades, but he neglects this although he owned not only the Venice edi-
tion of 1483 but Aeneas Sylvius Piccolomini's abbreviation of it.
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It does not occur to him to really describe, as the Italian chroniclers do, the migration of

peoples. Dealing with German history of the middle ages, he uses Bergomensis, Biondo
and Platina as sources without referring at all to the German or even Nuremberg writings.
He had them in his collection in an extract from the world chronicle of 1459 ofPerozzi,

printed by Koberger in 1484. Preference toward his Italian sources is also apparent in his

point of view, which was Italian, and not fifteenth century German.

Schedel is indebted for the really contemporary parts of the Chronicle to Aeneas Sylvius

Piccolo mini whose Historia Bohemica (Rome, 1475) and whose manuscript Europa sup-

plied all ofSchedel's section on the German emperors. But beneath Aeneas' contemporary

description of Europe we find Vincent of Beauvais' account of the three continents drawn

from old Orosius. Though he could have gotten advice on contemporary geography from
his friend Hieronymus Munzer, Schedel carelessly produced two different descriptions of

Sicily and three of Brittany , each of them displaying a different level of knowledge.

Did Schedel report important contemporary events? Neither did he record the death of

the powerful Lorenzo di Medici in the year before the Chronicle was published, nor note,

even in the German edition oflate 1493, the news of Columbus' first voyage to the New

World which ended in March, 1493. He barely notes the development of the important

north German religious movement. The "Bruder des gemeinsamen Lebens" (Brethren of

the Common Life), a significant group whose religious influence grew rapidly throughout

most of the fifteenth century, are noted in passing by two lines of text. Likewise, no men-

tion is made of Meister Eckhart, Thomas a Kempis or John Tauler, all extremely impor-
tant in the religious upheaval of the times. There is no word of Germany's adoption of

Roman law, which took place at exactly the same period as the compilation of the Chron-

icle. Schedel's patron and friend, Sebald Schreyer, was himself involved in getting the

Roman legal code adopted by the city of Nuremberg.

On the whole, Schedel's text is scarcely more than an eclectic scholastic work in a thin

humanist guise. As history, it was soon surpassed by Johannes Nauclerus' Memorabilium
omnis cetatis et omnium gentium Chronici commentarii (Chronicles of All Ages and of All

Memorable Peoples). But the Schedel Chronicle very rightly became famous because of

its illustrations, its extraordinary graphic design, its printing, and for its woodcuts and

descriptions of cities. The Nuremberg Chronicle remains one of the great works in graphic

art of the fifteenth century and its making deserves the interest not only of art historians,

typographers and printers, but of all those who love books.
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Design for Early Printed Books

One of the long-standing mysteries of early printing has been how the books were de-
signed. How did the printer establish the format and determine the number of leaves the
book would require? In a complex illustrated book, how did he decide on the dimensions
of the woodcuts and the size of the type so that a section of subject matter would fit per-
fectly into a chosen page area? He could hardly commit the cardinal sins of cutting the
author's copy or changing the size of type in matter on the same subject. On the other
hand, if the text were set first, the illustrations could not be made to desired sizeswithout

entailing the resetting of type.
During the manuscript or codex period, it is apparent that complex books were care-

fully planned. The ninth century Stuttgart Psalter was perhaps the first to be "designed"
in the sense that the miniaturist fitted each illustration into the written page in the imme-

diate neighborhood of the text to which it refers. Dr. Werner P. Heyd, in his article "Der

erste Layouter der europaischen Buchkunst" (Der Druckspiegel, December, 1968, No.
12), states that "Nobody before him, and for hundreds of years, nobody after him, has

been able to accomplish this in such a perfect manner."
This manuscript is the earliest surviving psalter with a full set of illustrations. It is pre-

served in the Wi.irttembergische Landesbibliothek, on 168 parchment leaves and has 316

colored pictures. Unlike similar codices, which restrict the illustrations to the margins, or
the Utrecht Psalter, where they are placed at the beginning of each Psalm, the Stuttgart
Psalter has on the average a picture for every ten verses, and often two or more lively scenes
represented in each. The multi-colored initials and beginning words, and the elegant, open

minuscule text in two colors add further dimensions to this brilliant book design.
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Codex Models for Printed Books

In recent years codices have come to light which bear clear evidence in editorial marks and

inky fingerprints of their use in the printing house. Thirteen of these are mentioned in the

literature for the fifteenth century printing houses, twelve being codices and one a copy of

an edition prepared for reprinting.' Some were precious, illuminated manuscripts which

had to be handled with the greatest care, e.g. those used by Ketelaer and De Leempt at

Utrecht in 1474,2 and by Richard Pynson in 1493 and 1494 (Bodleian Library, Oxford,"
and John Rylands Library, Manchester'}, There must be others.

To these we can add two extant codices used as printers' copy. For printing the works

of Roswitha von Gandersheim, the tenth century abbess, poet and playwright, a precious
contemporary manuscript was borrowed from a monastery by Conrad Celtis, the Ger-

man humanist and poet laureate in the late fifteenth century. He added headings in his own
hand and turned it over to the Nuremberg printing house of Hieronymus Heltzel, where

it acquired generous ink smudges in its use as copy for the edition of 1501. In fact, Celtis

never returned the codex."
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A double spread from the late tenth century manuscript of the works of Roswitha von Gandersheim as
edited by the poet-laureate Conrad Celtis for use in printing the 1501 edition. His calligra phy is evident in
the heading. Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Lat. 14485.
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The first page of the preface of the Roswitha codex.
Celtis has added the heading for the printer.

The printed page with Celtis' heading incorporated.
(Hieronymus Heltzel, Nuremberg, r sor ).

The double spread shown opposite as eventually printed. The condensation afforded by typography has
not entirely sacrificed decorative elements. The book was formerly part of Hartmann Schedel's library.
Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Rar. 96. 33
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The codex used for De Civitate Dei of St. Augustine, printed by Sweynheym and Pan-

nartz at Subiaco in 1467 is preserved there in the monastery of St. Scolastica. This codex

is written in single colunm on vellum by two scribes, with initials in red. Whether it was

made specifically for the use of the printers or already existed is not known. The first six

leaves are missing. The format is similar to the Lactantius of 1465, the third volume

printed by Sweynheym and Pannartz at Subiaco. Perhaps they intended the St. Augustine

to be printed in the same way. That the codex was used for the printing is clearly shown

by the frequent editorial corrections, the inky fingerprints, and the scored marks in the

margins to indicate the end of the text page. The texts of the printed pages correspond al-

most exactly to these markings.

Possibly in order to increase the amount of text per page, thereby lessening the number

of pages and creating a more impressive book, Sweynheym and Pannartz printed De
Civitate Dei in a larger format than the codex and in double columns. The Incipits and the

Explicits are calligraphed in red and the initials are outlined and filled with red or gold for

the major divisions. The manuscript scribe's colophon was crossed out and a new one was

set in type, without mention of the printers' names or the place, but the date 1467 appears

in the copy at Subiaco.

The last page of the De Civitate Dei manuscript, with the scribe's colophon crossed out. In the printed
book the colophon gives the author and the date as in the codex above, but the printers and the place are
not mentioned. St. Scolastica, Subiaco.
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A typical page of the codex used by Sweynheym and Pannartz for printing De Civitate Dei of
St. Augustine at Subiaco in 1467. Tiny editorial corrections can be noted both through the text

and in the margins. 35
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Here in the manuscript of De Civitate Dei a scored mark _- X in the lower left margin indicates
where the primers are to end the page. Such marks appear throughout the copy for printed page breaks.
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The geneaologicalline of Adam in the Fasciculus Temporum codex of I473, a world chronicle from the
Creation written by Werner Rolevinck. This copy is incomplete and the history stops at 1064.
Stadtbibliothek Niirnberg, Cent. V, app. 34oa•



The Fasciculus Temporum (Cologne, 1474) was the earliest chronological world history
to be printed. The scholarly priest, Werner Rolevinck, compiler of the work, provided
the printer, Arnold ter Hoernen, with an extraordinary manuscript-layout for his use, as is
credited in the colophon, "secundum primum exemplar quod ipse renerabilis (sic) autor
proprijs conscripsit manibus ad finem," (following the first exemplar which this venerable
author himself wrote by hand completely). Some typeset pages have fourteen different
line lengths, text set vertically and in circles, and even upside down, a compositor's night-

mare. There has been great interest in the original printer's copy cited in the colophon but
it has not been found as far as we know. A codex at the Morgan Library, New York,

proved to be a copy of the version printed by Erhard Ratdolt at Venice in 1481 and not an

exemplar for it."
A clue to the existence of a Fasciculus Temporum codex of 1464 appeared in a book on the

notable holdings of the Stadtbibliothek Niirnberg published in 1778/ but the manuscript
could not be located there in 1971. However, renewed search there brought forth, in 1974,

a large folio manuscript on parchment for the Fasciculus Teniporum under a different call
number (Cent.V, app 34oa) and dated 1473, one year before the Ter Hoernen printing.
A supplement contains still another date at the end, "Finis 1485, ima andree affili." During
Schedel's lifetime this volume was housed in the Dominican Predigerkloster" diagonally
opposite Schedel's house, and while it shows no evidence of use by printers, it was surely
the artist's model for the illustration of the Sanctification of the Seventh Day of Creation

in the Nuremberg Chronicle."
Its great size, 41 x 58.5 cm., its free page layout and variety of colors make this manu-

script lavish beyond the first, or any later, printed editions. It demonstrates the compres-
sion and relative economy afforded by printing in multiple copies in its primary function
of disseminating information to the many, even though the editions were probably no
more than 200 each." We may well marvel at the ingenuity of the first printers, as well as

their extraordinary productivity, for the work was printed in the layout in which the

model was inscribed in all succeeding editions by various printers.

Noah's Ark from the Erhard Ratdolt edition
of the Fasciculus Temporum (Venice, 1480).
Collection: R. S. Speck, San Francisco.
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The genealogical line of Noah with a cross section schema for the placement of the humans, animals
and supplies in the Ark. Fasciculus Temporuni codex. Stadtbibliothek Niirnberg,
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The Nurcntbero Chronicle Desiyus

The Liber Chrouicarum of Hartmann Schedel was a new work, a compilation of the

history of the world in 600 pages from the Creation to 1493. Itwas specifically intended to

be printed. Illustrated by Michael Wolgemut and Wilhelm Pleydenwurff with more

woodcuts than any previous printed book, it was to be issued in two large editions, in

Latin and in a German translation. A model was needed which would give the author and

artists a method of relating illustration to adjacent text, the printer a basis for estimating

costs, ordering paper and organizing the work, and the patrons a visualization of the prod-
uct. The model was called an Exemplar and was a manuscript-layout which served the

creative and practical needs of all concerned. It enabled each page to contain perfectly a

subject with appropriate pictures. It determined the size and subject of the woodcuts and
the amount of text which would accompany them. It identified the blocks and it supplied
the manuscript text from which the printers set the type and positioned the illustrations.

In short, it was both the book design or layout, and the printer's copy.
Complete Exemplars for both the Liber Chronicarum and its German translation were

made. They survive in the Stadtbibliothek Niimberg, and bear the evidence of heavy use

in the printing house." The Latin printed edition was completed on July 12, 1493, and the

German translation on December 23, 1493, according to the dates in their final colophons.

Records show that they were shipped to all the centers of trade and learning in Europe.

Even today at least some 800 Latin and 400 German copies are accounted for in libraries

and private collections throughout the world."

The Genesis of the Chronicle

The personalities and forces which came together to create this world history were re-

markable, aswe have seen in Dr. Zahri's Introduction. The author, or compiler, Hartmann

Schedel, a city doctor of Nuremberg, pursued knowledge in many fields. In his own

printed and gloriously colored copy, he inserted written dedications and broadsides which

attest to his devotion to the holy saints, to exploration, to the discovery of the relics of

Christ, to cures for disease, and to Nuremberg as the center of the world."
The rise of humanism and the spread oflearning through the vernacular were influential

in the book's publication. One of the patrons of the Chronicle, Sebald Schreyer, and its

author Hartmann Schedel, were strong humanists. Schreyer had a large library of manu-

scripts and printed books and he sponsored numerous artistic, civic and religious projects.

Schedel himselfhad copied many Greek and Latin manuscripts from the time of his student

days in Padua. Within his collection existed most of the sources for the text and woodcuts

of the book.
In the fifteenth century Nuremberg was a busy, rich, mercantile and cultural center.

It was the seat of an imperial castle and its population included lively intellectuals and
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artists. There were such eminent contemporaries as the artists Michael Wolgemut and
Wilhelm Pleydenwurff (in whose workshop the young Albrecht Durer was apprenticed),
Anton Koberger with his flourishing printing house, and Martin Behaim who had intro-
duced new tools for navigation. The Reformation was brewing and there are records of

Martin Luther's correspondence with the Koberger printing house about the publication
of his work. Exploration of the globe was spreading rapidly and, as we now know, Chris-
topher Columbus had reached the shores of the New World.

Wolgemut was an artist in the gothic tradition of religious art. He had taken over the
studio of the Nuremberg painter Hans Pleydenwurffin 1473 and married his widow. At
the same time his stepson Wilhelm became a master in the workshop. There are drawings
attributed to both in a sketchbook preliminary to the woodcuts which were made for the
Schatzbchalter of 1491 .14 This book probably suggested to the patrons and the author of the
Chronicle a vision of a world history illustrated with woodcuts in a similar style.

The humanism of the author is expressed in his desire to make the Chronicle available
"for the common delight," as is stated in the introductory sheet of the Latin Exemplar.
Also humanistic in concept was the plan for the concurrent publication in the vernacular.
The translator was close at hand, Georg Alt, the city scribe who may have written out the
contracts for the production of the book" and who transcribed part of the Latin Exemplar.

Koberger, who printed the Schatzbehalter, was the logical choice for carrying the project
through. His publishing, printing and bookselling house was the largest in Europe and his
agents, stationed in cities across the continent, could handle the distribution effectively.
Furthermore, the bonds of relationship were strong between the two patrons who were
brothers-in-law, the two artists who were stepfather and stepson, and the former who was
master to apprentice Albrecht Diirer, the godson of Koberger. The printer's workshop
was on the Aegidienplatz near where the City Library stands today and where the
Exemplars are housed. They have not traveled far, except for an exodus into the country

during World War II.
The Chronicle was by no means limited, however, to Nuremberg sources. As the intro-

ductory sheet of the Latin Exemplar states, Schedel "compiled from various tracts" the
history of the world, as known and imagined, at the end of the fifteenth century. The text
at the end of the book, after Schedel's colophon, was supplied by well-traveled scholars
such as Conrad Celtis, the poet laureate, Aeneas Sylvius Piccolomini, later Pope Pius II,

Hieronymus Miinzer, the eminent doctor and book collector, and the navigator Martin

Behaim. These were the "viri doctissimi" of the final colophon.
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The Revival of Layout

Little is known about the designing of complex books during the intervening centuries of
printing. The printers' manuals from 1683 to 1850 give us few clues. But with the intro-

duction of elaborately illustrated printed pages and bindings toward the end of the nine-

teenth century, a revival of interest in the incunabula period emerged and is evident in the

work of the private presses, notably the Kelmscott, Doves and Ashendene, among others.

Many of their books required careful preliminary design. In the twentieth century overall

planning evolved inevitably as the separation between publishers and printers increased.

The publishers had to hire designers to define, through the means of layouts and precise
specifications, the best materials, processes and prices to produce the result desired: Book
designers became members of the staffs of large publishing houses. Concurrently the
growth of the use of photography in printing, at first in photoengraving, then in offset
lithography, and more recently in film type-composition, presented the opportunity for
a new flexibility, attainable only through pre-planning on paper. For now it is possible to

juxtapose any form of artwork on a page with a vast range of types and all the flamboyance

of the four-color process. This flamboyance was precisely the effect our world history

"production team" of 1493 may have hoped to achieve with lavish layout of pages and

hundreds of hand-colored woodcuts. But then, as today, it required advance visualization

by artists and designers for the optimum result.
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II

The Contracts for

the Nuremberg Chronicle

An extraordinary aspect of the Nuremberg Chronicle is that the texts of the contracts for

its production survive.' A study of the making of this book must begin here. They are

remarkable examples of planning and foresight. Furthermore, they clearly dictate stand-

ards and prices. The preservation of the texts together with the manuscript-layouts for the

books, and other early city records ofNurem.berg provide documentation which is avail-

able for no other incunabula."
The patrons of the Chronicle, Sebald Schreyer, a wealthy Nuremberg merchant and

church-master of St. Sebaldus, and his brother-in-law Sebastian Kammermaister, had as-

sumed the cost of publishing, in 1484, the translation into German of Sigismund Meister-

lin's Latin Chronicle of the City of Nuremberg. Whether they financed Stefan Fridolin's

Schatzbehalter which Koberger printed in 1491 is not known, but its woodcuts bear a

striking resemblance to those of the project which followed. In the same year they con-

tracted to finance a Liber Chronicarum. a lavishly illustrated history of the world from the

Creation to the year of publication, 1493. The text was being compiled by the learned city

physician, Hartmann Schedel, and the woodcuts were commissioned from the Nurem-

berg artists Michael Wolgemut and Wilhelm Pleydenwurff. As the printer they selected

Anton Koberger, a neighbor, and the greatest publisher in Europe of the time.

The documents show that the patrons were in a position to exact the most rigorous

terms from these men. They were recorded by the official scribes and bound in massive

folio volumes preserved to this day in the City Archives. Such contracts were not private,

written" quotations" between publishers, artists, and printers, but were matters of public

record. Through them we can visualize the steps in the making of an illustrated book of

the first half-century of printing.
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Although the number of copies to be printed is not included in the contracts, it has been

generally assumed, until now, to have been about 2000 volumes in the original Latin and
2000 more in the German translation. We find that there is no basis for these figures. The

edition was certainly large for the time. Dr. Peter Zahn's accounting indicates that there

were probably 1500 Latin and rooo German copies printed, or 2500 in all."
According to the Agreement of December 29, 1491, the artists were required to pro-

vide two Exemplars, or manuscript-layout volumes, one for the Latin edition and one for

the German translation, which were to be complete guides for the setting of type and the
placement of woodblocks. In addition the artists had to produce the woodcuts ready for

printing. The number of illustrations is not specified but there were eventually 1809,
printed from 645 different blocks,' some used many times. One or both of the artists were
required to be on hand whenever typesetting or printing was being done in order to insure
that there were no defects in the blocks. In a room mentioned in the contract the artists
could "put together, arrange and keep the blocks for the illustrations." Presumably for
almost two years, fourteen hours a day, the usual workday of that time, one of them was

at the printing house. For all this the artists received rooo guilders in advance and were

promised a share in the profits if any accrued."
As we know from the Final Settlement of 1509 (see Chapter X) which survives in the

Nuremberg City Archives" 509 copies of the Latin edition and forty-nine of the German
remained unsold at that date in cities all over Europe," Each party to the contract was paid

ninety-eight guilders in cash and a part of the possible income from the unpaid-for copies.

There is no record of further payment.
A bound book of records" in Nuremberg lists a document executed in 1487/88

between "Sebolt Schreyer Sebastian Kamermaister" Michel/Wolgemut und Wilhelm
Pleydenwurff/fo CCLXXXII." The written word "desunt" and pencilled cross-out lines

indicate that the document itself and the eight documents listed above it no longer exist.

They were recorded in chronological order, and the last surviving document is dated

November 4, 1487, showing that the missing contract was executed in late 1487 or early
1488. We assume by the listing of the principals exactly as in the final colophon of the

Nuremberg Chronicle that this was the first contract for its production. It indicates that

about five and a half years were spent in the production of the massive books, a far more

realistic period than the nineteen months which elapsed between the 1491 contract and the

publication in 1493.10

Anton Koberger, the printer, was party to a contract with the patrons and artists dated

March 16, 1492, in which he was required to provide a locked room in his house for the
printing to insure that nothing would be stolen or plagiarized. This precaution was well

founded for there was no copyright law and, in fact, the Chronicle in German was pirated

ina smaller format by Johann Schonsperger in Augsburg in 1496 (see P: 19I).
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Index ofLibri Litterarum NO.4, Volume 2, page II, Stadtarchiv Niirnberg, under the letter S. The word
"desunt" and surrounding lines indicate the lost section containing, at the bottom, the entry for the first
contract for the Nuremberg Chronicle. This section was written between late 1487 and early 1488. 47



One of the pages from Libri Litterarum NO.4 recovered after the theft of the section containing the
1492 contract with the printer Anton Koberger. The page does not contain the contract, but a copy
of it was found in the Kreisarchiv Ni.irnberg in 1902 and published by Albert Giimbcl.
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For every ream CRiss" or "Ries," 500 sheets total) of printed 4-page sheets produced
for the patrons, Koberger was to receive four guilders. There was no mention in his con-
tract of the amount of text or the number of illustrations, nor of a total fee for the printing
of the book. Its length and the number of copies was still undecided. Except for an allow-
ance of fifty guilders for paper spoilage there was no consideration of contingencies such
as author's alterations or interruptions due to plague. The final quantity of the editions

must have been settled verbally. Koberger bought the vast quantity of paper from sources
on the upper Rhine, presumably as the work progressed, for there are many watermarks
in the printed volumes. He could bill his patrons for paper during production, but only at
their convenience and without any commission for his advance of capital and risk. The
typeface he chose had to be agreeable to Schreyer and Kammermaister and to the artists.
Koberger was to be the arbitrator in any dispute arising between the patrons and the art-
ists. The possibility of a dispute between the patrons and the printer is not mentioned.

The survival of the wording of the contracts is even more remarkable than it seems at

first. Those which originally existed in the Nuremberg City Archives were missing in
1971. A typewritten explanation had been inserted in 1934 into the contract volume,

Libri Litterarum, NO.4, which follows, in part, in translation:

From this volume pages 15 and 16, and those from page 194 on, were obviously stolen. OnJan-
uary 20, 1934, the volume still showed traces of the robbery. As a result of the loosening of the
binding from page 194 on, the entire volume fell apart and the spine became detached. The
pages from 198 to 202, and those from 213 to 222 were later recovered through an exchange
with Guido von VolckamerY The missing pages, 15, 16 and 194 to 197 could no longer be
found. The leaves which were acquired from Herr von Volckamer were inserted and the vol-
ume was repaired by the Lang Book Bindery. The theft was obviously committed because this
volume contained the contracts with Wolgemut and Pleydenwurff concerning the Schedel

Weltchronik.

The robbery must have occurred before 1902 when Albert Gumbel noted the absence

of the documents in an article of that date." Since the theft could have happened anytime

within four hundred years, one could speculate that parties to the contract wished to de-

stroy evidence. Or perhaps the thief was a passionate bibliographer who coveted docu-

ments concerning the Chronicle.
Fortunately Giimbel found copies of the 1491 and 1492 contracts in the Schreyer' sches

Gedenkbuch, or Schreyer's Recordbook, in the Kreisarchiv Niimberg, now the Staats-
archiv, and published them." But these documents could not be located in the Staatsarchiv
in 1971 and may have been lost in World War II. Perhaps there is a chance the original

leaves will reappear, but in any case we here publish the texts translated from the Gumbel

article into English for the first time.
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TRANSLATIONS OF THE CONTRACT TEXTS
Variant spellings of names of persons and cities are retained.

Agreement of December 29, 1491

The painters Michel Wolgemiit and wilhelm Pleidenwurff have undertaken to illustrate the new
edition of a new chronicle with pictures, and entered into an agreement and partnership to this effect
with Sebolt Schreyer and his brother-in-law Sebastian Kamermeister in the form and content of a
contract between them. Sigmund Pessler and Endres von Watt, asked as witnesses, familiar with all
clauses, testified to it and deposited it in Court on Tuesday after holy Christmas, December zoth
anno domini 1400 and in the oznd year (in our reckoning this means December zoth, 1491, for in
Niirnberg a year started on Christmas day, in this case on December zyth, 1491). This agreement has
been inscribed in the records of Court in book L, page 282, as follows:

Sebolt Schreyer and his brother-in-law Sebastian Kamermeister, citizens of Nurnnberg, on the
one hand, and the painters, master Michel Wolgemiit and Wilhalm Pleidenwurff, also citizens of
Nurnnberg, on the other hand, have, with good intentions, full knowledge, and all aspects and con-
sequences in mind on both sides, and witnessed by some of their best friends, irrevocably agreed,
decided, and accepted for themselves and their heirs, together and without exception, the following:

First, that the said Wolgemut and Pleidenwurff, as soon and as fast as they can and without inter-
ruption, will make, put together, be answerable for and give into the hands of Sebolt Schreyer as
well as of Sebastian Kamermeister the exemplars of the book ... 14 in Latin and German, and the
blocks as they have been started, wholly corrected for printing and finally ready for the press; that it
will be their duty and obligation to correct any shortcomings or faults in fitting and necessary ways,
as soon as they appear when the blocks are printed, so the first started and finished blocks will not
contain errors, will not need correcting or have other faults. During typesetting and printing one of
them or both must be present, to see to it that shortcomings or faults do not appear in the blocks, but
that, according to their undertaking and agreement, these will be treated in a right and fitting way;
it will moreover be their duty and obligation to guard the exemplars of such afore-mentioned books
diligently and well during the time they are in their custody, to ensure they will not be copied or
stolen, and also if, due to them, any fault, omission or damage appears or takes place which pre-
vents such a printing, or (the exemplars) through such neglect should come in other hands, that it
will be their duty and obligation to compensate Sebolt Schreyer and Sebastian Kamermeister or
their heirs for such damage in a right and fitting way.

Sebolt Schreyer and Sebastian Kamermeister on the other hand will pay the afore-said Michel
Wolgemiit and Wilhalm Pleidenwurff 1000 Rhenish guilders, and they will have the said book
printed in a reasonable number, as will then be clear to them, and they will print and publish this
edition, paying for the paper, printers and all else that is necessary, until it is finished. When the edi-
tion is ready and finished, they, or someone else on their behalf, will dispatch, sell and retail the
printed books in fitting ways, according to the occasion and to its shape and size; the said Wolgemut
and Pleidenwurff should help and further this personally, faithfully and with diligence, whenever
this becomes necessary and does not unreasonably obstruct their craft and business. Expenses on ac-
count of the above-mentioned book they undertake together. From the n1.oneythat will be made and
earned on this book, Schreyer and Kamermeister shall take and put aside first and foremost the afore-
mentioned 1000 guilders and whatever they paid for things like paper, labor-costs, purchases, ad-
vances etc. The money that comes in after deduction of these costs, the profit they earn and get, they
should divide in two equal parts, one of which they may keep themselves, the other will go to Wol-
gemiit and Pleidenwurff, and be handed over to them. But if, which God forbid, a loss would be
made and suffered in this trade, both parties should carry and stand half of that loss.

If Sebolt Schreyer and Sebastian Kamermeister want to plan and make one or more new printings
of the said book, either before or after selling and retailing it, they will be allowed to do all this, as
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long ~sWolgemut and Pleidenwurff are properly notified and asked if they want to co-operate and
share III the profit or loss, and if it is or has become necessary or not to correct the blocks as stated
earlier. Then it will be the duty and obligation ofWolgemut and Pleidenwurff to consent to this offer
or decline it within 14 days. If they consent, it will be their duty and obligation to correct the blocks
in a fitting and necessary way wherever shortcomings have shown up or their quality has been less-
ened by the first printing. When that has happened Sebolt Schreyer and Sebastian Kamermeister will
make another such edition or editions, and have it printed, seeing to technical things like paper etc.
as stated above, also selling, dispatching and retailing the books and also dividing profit or loss, as
with the first edition. But should it happen that Schreyer and Kamermeister give (as they will be
obliged to do) Wolgemut and Pleidenwurff a loan they may want of two-, three-, or tour-hundred
guilders to correct the blocks, then Schreyer and Kamermeister or their heirs will be allowed to de-
duct and keep this sum from their part in the profits, and if there is no profit, they will pay and settle
this with Schreyer and Kamermeister out of their other possessions.

Should Wolgemiit and Pleidenwurff decline once or more to share in such an edition or editions,
or refuse to co-operate, then Schreyer and Kamermeister will nevertheless be allowed to make such
a book and have it printed, on their own costs and risk, be there profit or loss, and it will not be their
duty or obligation to wait for Wolgemiit and Pleidenwurff with it; this sameWolgemiit and Pleiden-
wurff again, therefore, are obligated to do nothing for them, not even any correcting of the blocks,
without a fitting reward.

In the same way, any time one or more edition or editions of this book have been sold and retailed
and Schreyer and Kamermeister do not want to print it anymore and Wolgemut and Pleidenwurff
want to print it on their own, publishing it, paying for it and taking the risk themselves, then they
will be allowed to do so on their own costs and risk, be there profit or loss, all in the same way as has
been stated above.

Should it happen that before, during or after one or more printings of the afore-mentioned book
or books, any kind of contention, discord, demand and claim should arise between both afore-men-
tioned parties or their heirs, of any kind and in whatever way it may occur, concerning and related to
the printing of the afore-mentioned book, nothing excepted and excluded, then they should come to
the honourable and wise Anthoni Koburger, also a citizen ofNiirnberg, to be heard fairly on all and
everything of this matter. If they reach a decision and judgment in good will and knowledge after
they have heard each other's case, or, if that cannot be, he pronounces a judgment according to his
conscience and opinion, on all and every contentious part and matter, they will finally and irrevocably
keep to this, without refusal, appeal, exception and reservation, they will observe every clause with-
out delay, and they will not act or do anything counter to it in any way or manner whatever that
might be thought up or devised forever.

But if, which God forbid, death should take away Anthoni Koburger in the meantime, ere and
before all afore-mentioned things have been finished and divided between them, then both parties
should immediately try to get and ask someone elsewho is used to such matters and businessor knows
about them, to hear them and decide asmentioned before. Or if they cannot agree on someone, as on
the other matters, they should beg an honorable councillor of this city Nurmberg to give them one.
If any party, according to the afore-mentioned decision and judgment, be it delivered by Anthoni
Koburger or by the chosen nominee of a councillor, should be or become obliged to observe or to do
anything to the other party, and does not observe and do, then the other party, if they wish, should or
might finally seek the assistance of an injunction of the ordinary judge and courts here in Nurmberg
against the infractor and his heirs together and separately, just as long and asmuch as isneeded till this
same party has had and got the most complete satisfaction for their trouble, costs, and damage. All
this in the way such things may be prosecuted and recovered from the disobeying and infringing
party by a fmal and irrevocable injunction and definite judgment of the ordinary city courts here in
Nurmberg. Witnesses: Sigmund Pessler and Endres von Wat, on Tuesday after holy Christmas anno

etc. oznd.
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Receipt ojJanuary 21, 1492

Sebolt Schreyer and Sebastian Kamermeister have paid Michel Wolgemut and Wilhalm. Pleyden-
wurff, following and according to the mentioned agreement, 1000 Rhenish guilders, as is written in
the receipt, inscribed by them on Saturday after the day of St. Fabian and St. Sebastian, January 2I,

in the year 92, in the afore-mentioned book and page in the following way:
Michel Wolgemut and Wilhelm Pleidenwurff acknowledge, that they have been paid 1000 guild-

ers by Sebolt Schreyer and Sebastian Kamerrneister and receipt that in the usual way. Witnesses:
Sigmund Pessler and Endres von Wat. Saturday after the day of St. Fabian and St. Sebastian, oznd.

Agreement with Anton Koberger~fMarch 16, 1492

Sebolt Schreyer and Sebastian Kamermeister have, with the consent, knowledge, and in the presence
of the said Wolgemut and Pleidenwurff, come together and agreed with Anthoni Koburger about
the paper and printing of the said book, according to two identical written documents, sealed by all
of them on Friday after the day of St. Gregorius, March r6th anno etc. 92, each party obtaining a
copy containing the following:

We, the signatories of this document, named Anthoni Koburger on one hand and Sebolt Schreyer,
Sebastian Kamermeister, Michel Wolgemut, and Wilhalm Beydenwurff (sic) on the other hand,
acknowledge for ourselves and our heirs that we have united and agreed about the paper and printing
of the book of the New Chronicle in the following way:

To wit so must I, Anthoni Koburger, order for the mentioned edition the paper called Superregal,
of just the right size and whiteness, of no less but rather better quality than the sample out of which I
have given some to the above-designated Schreyer, Kamermeister, Wolgmiit, and Leidenwyrfi, on
my own cost and risk, and print on it the said book in a number that we will agree, according to the
exemplars that they will entrust to me to that end, in a good type that is acceptable to them; I will
print it or have it printed as soon aspossible after the exemplars have been entrusted to me, in a special
and locked room in my house; I should also reserve and make available for them a special room in my
house, in which the mentioned Wolgemut and Pleidenwurff are able to put together, arrange, and
keep the blocks for the illustrations; I should also arrange with everyone whom I will entrust with
and use for this printing, and supervise it myself, to see to it that nothing of these books and illustra-
tions will be printed, proofed, or taken away without the knowledge and wish of the above-men-
tioned persons, but that such printed books and all else, like paper spoiled or gone awry in printing,
and also paper left over after gathering, not to mention the blocks and exemplars, will be handed over
to the said Schreyer and Kamermeister, so they can use these according to the agreement and writ
reached and decided between them and the said Wolgemut and Pleidenwurff In return we, the
above-mentioned Schreyer and Kamermeister, will pay the above-designated Koburger on account
of ourselves and our above-mentioned partners for such mentioned printed books, and give to wit
for every printed ream of paper, ifit has been used and made into books, four Rhenish guilders, and
for spoiled and other printed paper, that has not or can not be used for books, be it much, a bit, or
absolutely nothing, and also for risking the paper, fifty Rhenish guilders. But to ensure that delivery
and payment for the books will not have to wait until printing has been finished but until a certain
amount of paper has been printed and gathered in triterns (three-sheet gatherings), I, Anthoni Ko-
burger, will be allowed to send the said Schreyer and Kamermeister a bill for this paper and its print-
ing, and then the above-mentioned Schreyer and Kamermeister should pay for this paper according
to its amount. But I, Anthoni Koburger, should tell them this some weeks beforehand, as well as the
sum I will charge them, so they can suit their fInancial affairs to it; and I will nonetheless be obliged to
print the rest and finish the work as soon as possible.

And as real attestation and better security of all this, the above-mentioned five persons have affixed
their seal to two identical written documents, of which one has been given to each party. Done on
Friday after the day of St. Gregorius in I400 and in the oznd year after the birth of Christ.
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NOTES FOR CHAPTER II

I. Gumbel, Albert. "Die Vertriige uber die Illustrie-
rung und den Druck der Schedel'schen Weltchronik"
Repertorium fur Kunstwissenschaft, XXV, p. 4;0
ff. (Berlin, 1902).

2. Giovanni Mardersteig in The Relllarkable Story
of a Book Made in Padua in 1477, translated from the
German by Hans Schmoller (London, 1967) gives a
charming, scholarly account of the printing ofGen-
tile da Foligno's commentary on Avicenna' sCanone
di niedicina. The surviving documents reveal much
about the financing, editing, paper and printing of
these three large folio volumes, totalling 1062pages.

Punches for two sizes of gothic type were spe-
cially cut by Francesco Griffo at Maufer's press,
modelled on those used by Nicolas Jenson at Venice,
but commissioned by a German bookseller, Jo-
hannes Rauchfuss, resident in Padua. Rauchfuss
also loaned Maufer 100 ducats for the project, to be
repaid in thirty to forty copies of the medical work,
other books printed by Maufer, and cash. As se-
curity Mauler pledged his entire printing office.
Another 100 ducats were loaned through a pub-
lisher, Bartolomeo Valdezocco, by two university
professors who edited the manuscript in exchange
for sixty-two copies of the printed sheets, delivered
weekly to one of their houses. The money for the
paper was supplied through Valdezocco by a patri-
cian, and as security Maufer had to deliver daily the
balance of the printed sheets to the mediator, to be
returned after completion of the books and when
all the printer's expenses, wages and loans had been
paid. As his commission Valdezocco made Mauler
agree to print 100 extra copies for him, to refuse any
other work, and not to sell copies. A penalty of fifty
ducats had to be paid by the printer if the contract
was not fulfilled.
The printing of the 600 copies took six months,

eight pages per day, using four presses. The com-
positors had to set, correct and distribute the type
for the required pages each twelve to fourteen hour
working day. Their wages were two-and-a-half to
three ducats per month while the pressmen earned
much less, ten librae. The cost of a copy of the book
was four-and-a-half ducats, or equal to nearly two
months of a compositor's pay.

3. Zahn, Peter. Nelle Funde zur Entstehung der
Schedelschen Weltchronik (Nurnberg, 1974). "Ko-
berger, who in this case, printed the Schedel Chron-
icle on commission, obviously did not want to take
any risk himself. He would surely not have advised
1110rethan 1500 copies of the Latin edition, and the
German edition must then scarcely have exceeded
1000." See also Appendix 1.

4. Cockerell, Sydney C. Some German Woodcuts
of the Fifteenth Century, pp. 35-36 (Hammersmith,
1897).
5. Caesar, Elisabeth. Sebald Schreyer, Mitteilun-

gen des Vereins fur Geschichte der Stadt Niimberg,
Vol. 56, p. 57 (Njirnberg, 1969). At his death
Schreyer left one house worth 1250 guilders and
another worth 1400.
Krieg, Walter. Materialien zu einer Entiuiclelunos-

geschichte des Buchpreises (Wi en, 1953) states that the
guilder was worth three sheep (slaughtered) or
about 75 dozen eggs. See also Appendix II.

6. Stadtarchiv Niirnberg, Libri Litterarum No.
25, fol. 30 verso-j j verso.
7. See The Final Settlement, Chapter X.
8. Libri Litterarum NO.4, Vol. 2, fol. I I recto of

the Index, under-the letter S.
9. Variant spellings are common, for the names

were dictated to scribes and written rapidly. Or-
thography was not yet clearly settled.

ro. Stegmann, Hans, "Die Handzeichnunoen der
Manuskripte dey Schedelchronik" Mitteilungen aus
dem Germanischen Nationalrnuseum, p. rr6
(Nurnberg, 1895).
II. Guido Friedrich Jobst Volckamer von Kir-

chensittenbach (I860-I940), descendant of a patri-
cian family, lived on his modest inheritance and the
fortune of his wife. He was a passionate photog-
rapher and collector of art, antiques and books, buy-
ing not only from dealers but at the fairs to which
he carried his big box-camera. He made thousands
of photographs of the Nuremberg area. He also col-
lected from his fellow patricians and there was gos-
sip that he never left a house without a print or
manuscript having mysteriously changed owner-
ship. A part of his collection is today in the Haller
Foundation at Grossgri.indlach, and a larger part
came to the City Museum of Nuremberg in I940.
After I9II he amassed another valuable collection
which he himself gave to the Germanisches Natio-
nalmuseum in Nuremberg two days before he died
in 1940. He was never a professional dealer.

I2. Giimbel, Albert. "P: cit., p. 430.
13- Gi.imbel, Albert. op. cit., p, 432 f(
I4. Gumbel, Albert. op. cit., p. 434. Gumbel's

footnote states that the titles of the two editions are
missing because they apparently had not been de-
cided.
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The watermarks of the paper
used in the Latin Exemplar.
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